VENUE DETAILS

FLOORS. Strindberg has beautiful wooden floors made of oak. These are especially sensitive towards tapes and hard objects. Please be careful when unloading heavy objects into the venue and only use approved tapes when installing carpets or the like.

- **Approved tapes include;** Expo Carpet Tape HPX 3825, Black Duct Tape 5055, and masking tape. The use of other tapes is strongly discouraged.

WALLS. All walls in the venue are painted white. It is not allowed to drill, nail or in other ways make permanent damage to the walls. Blue Tack adhesive and our approved tapes are allowed.

CEILING. The ceiling consists of white inner ceiling slabs. There are no anchoring points, so it is unfortunately not possible to hang anything from the ceiling.

LIGHTING. The general lighting consists of several dimmable spotlights and a chandelier.